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Have%you%ever%experienced%%
inconsistent%levels%of%service?%

• What%has%that%experience%led%you%to%do?%

• Have%you:%
•  answer%shopped?%%
•  done%things%yourself?%
•  gone%to%a%supervisor%and%complained?%

•  not%followed%procedure?%
• Basically,%have%you%found%a%way%to%make%do?%

• What%has%that%cost%you?%



Now,%what%if%you%are%the%service%
provider? 



Why%is%standardiza9on%important?

• Benefits%include%standards%by%which%individuals%
may%be%held%

•  Ensuring%that%regular,%proacBve%complianceC
related%tasks%are%completed%

• Helps%determine%which%processes%are%not%
efficient%and/or%are%duplicaBve%

• Underlines%the%value%of%certain,%regularly%
performed%tasks%

• Helps%provide%framework%for%training%new%staff%



Challenges

Does'this'sound'familiar?'

“This%is%how%I’ve%been%doing%it%and%

it’s%been%serving%me%just%fine.”%

Belief%that%there%is%no%room%for%

improvement%

NoBon%that%process%will%take%too%

much%Bme%

Concern%that%process%will%be%

expensive%

Thinking%that%you%need%to%hire%a%

consultant%

Idea%that%special%soPware%will%be%

needed%

Unclear%policies%and%procedures% Lack%of%accountability%

Knowing%that%this%process%is%neverC

ending%

Fear%that%staff%will%have%their%

deficiencies%revealed%

Unclear%policies%and%procedures%



Implemen9ng%Standardiza9on%at%Your%
Ins9tu9on

• Who%is%your%audience?%

• What%are%the%Drivers'for'Standardiza0on'at%your%
insBtuBon?%

• Whom%do%you%need%to%obtain%buyCin%from?%

• What%are%the%priority%issues?%

• Who%are%the%stakeholders?%



Where%do%you%start?
• What%are%the%Drivers'for'Standardiza0on'at%your%
insBtuBon?%

• What%makes%something%a%priority?%

• Was%there%an%audit%finding?%

•  Are%you%revisiBng%your%policies%and%procedures?%

•  Have%you%received%negaBve%feedback%from%
stakeholders?%

•  Are%the%same%mistakes%surfacing%when%you%run%
monthly%reports?%

•  Are%you%developing%(or%revamping)%your%internal%
training%program?%



Establishing%Best%Prac9ces:%
What%can%we%learn%from%industry?

• What%does%industry%do%well?%
•  Reduces%inefficiencies%

•  Reproduces%products%that%are%nearly%idenBcal%
•  Innovates%

•  “I%don’t%make%widgets!”%
•  ApplicaBon%to%Knowledge'Work%

• NonCprofit%
•  Savings%don’t%result%in%profitCsharing%or%bonuses%



Knowledge)Work

•  IdenBfied%by%Peter%Drucker%as%a%work%using%
individual%knowledge%and%experBse;%other%
knowledge%workers%include%doctors,%lawyers,%
engineers,%etc.%%

• NonCrouBne;%problem%solving;%creaBve%thinking%

• Research%AdministraBon%is%complex%knowledge%
work%

%

%



What%exactly%are%you%standardizing?%%
(across%how%many%levels%of%the%Ins9tu9on?)%

Central%Offices%

• Pre=Award'
• Post=Award%

Departments%

Hybrid%Offices%



The%“What”%

• Regardless%of%who%is%doing%the%
requesBng:%

• What%do%individuals%work%on%daily?%%

• Weekly?%%

• Monthly?%

• End%of%fiscal%year?%



Two%Strategies%for%Standardizing

C Inputs%(Processes)%%

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%C%Outcomes%(Results)%

%

%



Inputs:%Processes

• Assembly%line%

• Checklists%

•  Skill%development%

•  EducaBon/training%

•  TesBng%

• Other%

%



Outcomes:%Results

• Quality%control%reviews/audits%

• Reports%

•  Scored%

• Defined%by%work%scope%

• Rules%



Measuring%Quality

• Less%mistakes%and%shortcomings%

• Shorter%turnaround%Bme%%

• Less%waste%
• More%professional%interacBons%

• Frees%up%to%do%more%valuable%(and%
rewarding)%work%



Eliminate%Waste%(Expense,%Time)
• Approach:%assume%that%current%process%is%flawed%

• Why%am%I%running%this%report?%

• Why%do%we%have%these%weekly%meeBngs?%

• Why%am%I%handing%off%this%award%at%this%stage?%

• Why%am%I%pulling%data%from%this%system%to%put%into%
another?%

• Why%am%I%filling%out%this%form?%

•  Encourage%everyone%on%a%Team%to%find%and%
report%back%on%forms%of%waste%

• Challenge:%
•  Impact%of%volume:%too%busy%to%see%that%creaBng%
standard%soluBons%and%trainings%will%save%Bme%



Tools%for%Standardiza9on

• Process'mapping'

• Case%studies%
• Focus%groups%
• Surveys%



Process%Mapping

• Process%%
•  series%of%steps%or%acBons%performed%to%achieve%a%
specific%purpose%

• Most%processes%are%not%recorded%or%documented%

• Process%Map%–%visual%representaBon%of%the%
sequence%of%acBons%that%comprise%a%process%

• Process%Mapping%

• Way%of%making%tacit%knowledge%explicit%

• WriBng%down%exactly%how%to%perform%a%task%



Process%Mapping:%Ini9al%Steps
• Assemble%a%Team%

•  Include%individuals%who%perform%the%task%

•  Relevant%Supervisor(s)/Project%Manager(s)%

•  Consider%including%members%of%other%offices%that%
play%a%part%in%this%process%(not%necessarily%
“customers”)%

•  Start%by%looking%for%processes%that%most%Team%
members%perform%regularly%

• Come%to%consensus%as%to%which%process%to%map%

• Agree%on%purpose%of%this%process%(is%there%one?)%
• Determine%beginning%and%end%points%of%process%

• Decide%on%level%of%detail%to%be%displayed%

%



Process%Mapping:%Ini9al%Steps,%cont.
• Prepare%an%outline%of%the%steps%involved%
• During%this%process,%you%may%determine%that%other%
individuals%should%be%involved,%asked%for%input%

•  Should%someone%outside%the%group%review%a%draP?%

• At%first:%
•  Avoid%looking%at%acBviBes%that%rarely%perform%

•  Focus%on%more%common%acBviBes%

• Challenges%include:%
•  “This%is%how%I’ve%been%doing%it%and%it’s%been%serving%me%
just%fine.”%

•  Belief%that%there%is%no%room%for%improvement%

•  NoBon%that%process%will%take%too%much%Bme%

•  Unclear%policies%and%procedures%



PI 
Notifies RA of 

Subcontract on 
Planned 

Application

RA drafts budget for PI 
review; prepares 

application materials

RA creates internal 
checklist for SBIR and 

complex subK

RA contacts applicant 
organization for subK 
info and deadline date

RA drafts request for 
mandatory cost share; 
facilitates Chair review 

and follows up with VPR 
to obtain decision

RA obtains all data for 
consultants, including 

rates

RA to finalize 
information from Prime 

and PI, enter information 
into InfoEd for approvals

OSR reviews 
subK and 

provides LOI

RA submits JIT 
information to Prime 

Awardee

RA coordinates with 
site PI to update 

application materials for 
key personnel (OS) as 

well as IACUC, IRB

JIT request made from 
NIH

NU sends completed 
LOI to prime applicant; 
awaits award decision

OSR reviews JIT 
material

Award 
Notice

Example%of%Process%Map



Case%Study/Time%Study
• As%part%of%a%process%improvement%project%at%NU,%we%
calculated%the%administraBve%cost%of%processing%90C
day%journals.%Our%process%in%2013%cost%$750%per%
journal.%

• Analyzing%the%process%%
and%associated%costs%led%%

to%recommendaBons%with%

specific%cost%implicaBons.%%

• Measuring%cost%transfers%

Reduced%them%by%9%.%



Mistakes

• Don’t%lose%track%of…%
• the%big%picture%
• opportuniBes%to%create%greater%value%
• what%each%Team%member%has%to%offer%

• the%need%to%show%how%results%will%be%
measured%

%



Standardizing%Communica9on
• How%do%you%receive%your%assignments?%

• How%to%you%communicate%that%you’ve%been%
assigned%a%parBcular%task?%

• When%are%such%noBces%issued?%To%whom?%

• When%do%you%ask%for%addiBonal%informaBon%or%
clarificaBon?%Of%whom?%Via%what%method?%

• How%do%you%report%that%said%work%is%complete?%

• Who%gets%noBfied?%The%PI?%Department%Administrator?%
Department%Accountant?%

• What%is%the%expected%turnaround%Bme?%

•  Does%it%differ%based%on%a%parBcular%task?%



Addressing%Problems

• Person%who%created%the%problem%(or%contributed%to%it)%
should%fix%it%%

•  More%efficient%

•  Learning%
•  Accountability%
•  Maintaining%relaBonships%

•  Timing%
•  Solve%problems%as%soon%as%pracBcable%

• Problem%solving%as%tool%for%conBnual%improvement%
•  Quicker%turnaround%Bme%to%address%errors%

•  Applying%learning%to%prevent%future%errors%
•  Greater%quality%of%service%



Best%Prac9ces%to%Standardize%%
Work%Processes

•  IdenBfy%an%issue%of%shared%concern%that%needs%
improvement%or%adjustment%

•  IdenBfy%stakeholder%team%to%develop%strategies%to%test%for%

standardizaBon%

•  Seek%and%receive%endorsement%from%Dean,%Provost,%
etc.,%so%the%insBtuBon%knows%the%stakeholder%group%is%
doing%important%work%



Best%Prac9ces%for%Standardizing%
Work%Process,%cont.

• Develop%approaches%to%test;%pilot%and%evaluate%
them%

• Make%the%process%reasonable%to%complete%and%
measure!%

• Hold%regular%stakeholder%meeBngs%to%discuss%
how%things%are%going,%and%adjust%approaches.%

•  Select%best%strategy%and%formalize%process%as%
part%of%business%pracBce.%%

• Onto%the%next%issue!%



Ques9ons?


